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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a directional noise suppressor with an adjustable
constant beamwidth for multichannel signal enhancement. A directional gain based on inter-channel phase difference is combined
with a spectral gain commonly used in noise suppressors (NS).
The beamwidth can be specified as passband edges of the directional gain. In order to implement frequency-independent constant
beamwidth, frequency-proportionate band-edge phase differences
are determined for the passband. Stereo perception is preserved by
weighting stereo input with the common directional and spectral
gain. Evaluation with signals recorded by a commercial PC demonstrates that the signal-to-noise ratio improvement and the PESQ
score for the enhanced signal are equally improved in two channels
by 26.1 dB and 0.2 over a conventional NS. ILD difference between
the input and the output is small when the target-signal dominates
the input signal.
Index Terms— Multichannel, Beamformer, Noise suppressor,
Phase difference, Directional gain, Constant beamwidth
1. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of applications which capture audio signals are exposed to different types of noise and interference. For any moderate,
relatively stationary noise, single channel signal enhancement [1][6], or noise suppression (NS), is useful as a simple method. When
the environment is more adverse such as lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and nonstationary noise, dual-microphone solutions [7][20] are more suitable. Some types of noise or interference consist
of point signal sources. In such a case, it is known that acoustic
beamformers, also known as microphone arrays (MAs), are effective [21]–[25].
MAs, different from antenna arrays, require a large number of
sensors (microphones) to form a sharp beam because of a long wave
length of acoustic signals. It is a potential drawback for consumer
applications which may not have sufficient space to accommodate
many microphones. In addition, MAs have a limitation from a viewpoint of constant beamwidth across frequency. Beams and nulls in a
low frequency range are wider than those in a high frequency range
due to a longer wavelength, leading to poor spatial selectivity. A
solution to this problem is a combination of arrays of different sizes
dedicated to different frequency ranges [26, 27]. A most common
example is a harmonically-nested array [28]–[34]. Nevertheless, increase of the array size and the number of microphones imposed
by a nested technique may not be acceptable for cost-and-spaceconscious consumer products such as mobile phone handsets and
personal computers (PCs).
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Fig. 1. Blockdiagram of proposed multichannel directional noise
suppressor (a stereo example).
Moreover, the principle of MAs is delay adjustment and addition or subtraction. The output signal is always monaural independent of the number of microphones. Therefore, signal enhancement
based on directivity formed by a conventional MA cannot be applied to multichannel signal acquisition. One of sharply increasing
applications of multichannel signal acquisition is audio visual (AV)
recording in personal mobile devices such as smartphones.
Phase-based time-frequency (T-F) filtering [35]-[37] with a
small number of microphones, typically two, can be a possible solution to this selectivity degradation and multichannel beamforming.
It calculates a directional gain based on some phase information
obtained from multichannel input signals. Aarabi et al. [35] uses
a phase-difference error between two microphone signals in each
T-F block to calculate a directional gain. Qazi et al. [36] presents
a wider variety of directional gains with different characteristics.
The obtained directivities have a sharp beam in a look direction
even with two microphones. Sugiyama et al. [37] presents a directional gain design method which guarantees a constant beamwidth
along frequency. In any phase-based T-F filtering method, a directional gain is calculated from some phase information with no
addition/subtraction of multichannel input signals. The obtained
gain can be applied to all multichannel signals for signal selectivity
to achieve multichannel beamforming.
This paper proposes a directional noise suppressor with an adjustable constant beamwidth for multichannel signal enhancement.
The following section presents a multichannel beamforming framework followed by a constant-beamwidth directional gain design. In
Section 3, evaluation results are presented with respect to the signal
quality for speech recognition compared to a conventional NS and
preservation of multichannel sound image.
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2. MULTIHANNEL DIRECTIONAL NOISE SUPPRESSOR

Gd(l,k) 1.0

2.1. Overall Structure

Stopband (a)

Figure 1 illustrates a blockdiagram of the proposed multichannel directional noise suppressor. Although the number of channels can
be determined arbitrary, this figure assumes the simplest case with
two channels. It calculates both a spectral gain Gf (l, k) and a directional gain Gd (l, k), where l and k are the frame and the frequency
index. Each input signal xm (n) in channel m is transformed into
a frequency-domain signal Xm (l, k) by discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). Assuming that the target signal is located on the line perpendicular to the array surface, the sum-beamformer output power
|Xs (l, k)|2 is calculated with M being the number of channels as
Xm (l, k) .

(1)

m=0

When the target signal is located off the above line, widely known
beam steering can be applied before (1). Once |Xs (l, k)|2 is calculated, any noise estimation algorithm [3]-[6] or a null beamformer
can be used to obtain a noise power estimate σs2 (l, k). With σs2 (l, k)
and |Xs (l, k)|2 , a spectral gain Gf (l, k) can be calculated by a traditional noise suppression algorithm [1, 2]. The directional gain
Gd (l, k), which is large in the vicinity of a look direction and small
otherwise, is designed in advance and stored in memory. It suppresses all signal components other than the target signal. Examples
are given as a solid line (a) and a dashed line (b) in Fig. 2.
Target signal components are identified by direction-of-arrival
(DOA) represented by interchannel phase difference ∆θ(l, k). Assuming a simplest case with M = 2, ∆θ(l, k) is given by
∆θ(l, k) = ∠{X0 (l, k) · X1∗ (l, k)} = θ0 (l, k) − θ1 (l, k),

(2)

where θ0 and θ1 are the phase of X0 (l, k) and X1 (l, k) and ∗ represents complex conjugate. Interchannel phase difference of multiple adjacent channels can be used to obtain more accurate phase
difference for M > 2. ∆θ(l, k) in a specified passband returns
Gd (l, k) = 1 which performs no directional suppression. For other
values of ∆θ(l, k), Gd (l, k) < 1 is returned to suppress the interference accordingly.
The final enhanced signal in each frequency is obtained by multiplying each microphone signals Xm (l, k) by two gain values as
Ym (l, k) = Gf (l, k)Gd (l, k)Xm (l, k).

(3)

Ym (l, k) is applied an inverse DFT to obtain a time-domain enhanced signal in chnnel m.
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A directional gain Gd (l, k) is determined for each value of l and
k based on the phase difference ∆θ(l, k). Therefore, it will be
expressed as Gd (∆θ(l, k)). Gd (∆θ(l, k)) is designed in advance
such that the signal components coming from the look direction are
passed and all others are sufficiently suppressed. Assuming that the
look direction is perpendicular to the array surface, i.e. 0 degrees,
Gd (∆θ(l, k)) takes a value of unity around 0 degrees and a value 0
otherwise. A transition band may be applied for smooth connection
between the passband and the stopband. The passband, transition
bands, and stopbands can be arbitrary specified as design issues.
First, a directional gain Gd (l, k0 ) at a fundamental frequency k0
is desined as shown in Fig. 2. With a passband edge DOA angle ±ϕ,
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Fig. 3. Directional gain for frequency vs. phase difference ∆θ.
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Fig. 4. Directional gain for frequency vs. DOA ϕ. Constant
beamwidth is implemented by frequency-proportionate phase difference.
a phase difference ∆θ(l, k0 ) is given by
∆θ(l, k0 ) = 2π

k0 d sin ϕ
,
N
c

(4)

where N , d, and c are a DFT block size, a microphone spacing, and
the sound velocity. Because the phase difference should be propor-
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Table 1. Parameters
Passband @ 1 kHz ±30 degrees
Stopband @ 1 kHz ±45 degrees
Passband gain
1.0
Stopband gain
0.3

CommandErrorRate[%]
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Fig. 5. Layout of four loudspeakers for noise source.
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Fig. 6. Command error rate (CER) for 200 commands.

k d sin ϕ
k
∆θ(l, k) = 2π
=
∆θ(l, k0 ).
N
c
k0

(5)

Substituting (5) in the original definition, the directional gain
Gd (∆θ(l, k)) at an arbitrary frequency k is given by
Gd (∆θ(l, k))

=

Gd (

k
∆θ(l, k0 )).
k0

(6)

With Gd (l, k0 ) and (6), a set of directional gains for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1
can be designed.
Figure 3 illustrates the directiona gain Gd (l, k) for frequency
vs. phase difference ∆θ(l, k0 ). A constant beamwidth makes the
relationship between the frequency and the phase difference linear.
In Fig. 3, the passband edge DOAs of ϕ = ±20 degrees and the
stopband edge DOAs of ϕ = ±30 degrees are assumed at a fundamental frequency k0 = 1 kHz. As an example, the phase difference ∆θ(l, k0 ) at stopband edges are calculated for d = 4.5 cm and
c = 346.3 m/s. Equation (4) gives ∆θ = 0.41 radian for the stopband edges which corresponds to ±24 degrees as marked by bullets
in Fig. 3. A corresponding plot to Fig. 3 representing a constant
beamwidth is shown in Fig. 4. Passband edges of ±20 degrees and
stopband edges of ±30 degrees are observed as they were set in the
design process. A phase difference exp{−j∆θ} may take the same
value at multiple frequencies. This comes from the periodicity of the
exponential function and appears as aliasing in Fig. 4.
3. EVALUATIONS
A laptop PC equipped with two built-in microphones was placed on
a table in a 5 × 5 × 2.5 m room with a reverberation time of 320 ms.
The microphone spacing was 4.5 cm. The screen face was fixed with
an angle of 110 degrees to its keyboard and the distance from the
center of its screen hinges to a loudspeaker for target-speech radiation was set to 609.6 mm (24 in). Four loudspeakers were arranged
for noise sources as illustrated in Fig. 5. An interfering speech signal
was located 914.4 mm (36 in) away from the center of the screen
hinges with an angle of 60 degrees to the look direction. The target
signals consisted of 10 male and 10 female native English speakers. The target-signal-to-noise ratio was adjusted to 16 dB for the
noise and 5 dB for the interfering speaker. A commercially available
speech recognition engine was used.
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Fig. 7. Word error rate (WER) for dictation with 1185 words.
3.1. Signal enhancement for speech recognition
The recorded 2-channel signals were processed by the proposed multichannel directional NS with parameter settings shown in Tab. 1. A
directional gain was designed with a constant beamwidth along frequency. The directional gain Gd (k, l) and the spectral gain Gf (k, l)
were set to unity interchangeably to implement a conventional noise
suppressor (spectral NS with Gd (k, l) = 1) and a pure directive
selectivity (directional NS with Gf (k, l) = 1). Noise power was
estimated by [5] and a spectral gain Gf (l, k) was calculated by [2].
Evaluations were performed for four different conditions, namely,
clean speech (Clean), babble noise (Babble), stationary noise (Stationary), and speech interference (Speech Int). They are to model an
ideal environment, a party environment, a car environment, and an
interfering-talker environment.
Figures 6 shows command error rate (CER) by no speech enhancement (NoSE), spectral NS (sNS), directional NS (dNS), and
(d+s)NS. In any method, a short bar exhibits a low error rate and
good performance. In case of CER, dNS achieves an error rate comparable to or lower than no processing. sNS provides almost comparable error rate to no processing except for speech interference. The
error is even bigger than no processing, which means sNS introduces
speech distortion whatever small it may be. This drawback is inherited in (d+s)NS with a degraded CER for clean speech. However,
CER for speech interference is improved from NoSE, which is due
to dNS.
A corresponding word error rate (WER) to CER is depicted in
Fig. 7. dNS performs also well in the case of WER. However, for
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clean speech, the error is increased by 1%, which is not significant
for 1185 words in 200 dictations. Moreoer, the WER for babble
noise by dNS is much higher than that by sNS. This is because babble noise interferes the target speech from non-look directions. It
is again shown that sNS is weak against a directional interference
with an increased error rate. Although the noise is suppressed, sNS
introduces speech distortion like CER.
These characteristics are better demonstrated in Fig. 8 which
shows CER and WER error-rate improvements for sNS, dNS, and
(d+s)NS. Because this metric means a difference from the error by
NoSE, there is no score for NoSE itself. It should be noted that a negative value represents degradation from NoSE. At a glance, it is not
easy to see which is the best among sNS, dNS, or (d+s)NS. Slight
degradation for clean speech is a drawback of sNS, while dNS is
not very effective for diffuse noise such as babble noise. Overall,
(d+s)NS is a good compromise over NoSE with negligible degradation for clean speech and sufficient improvement for babble noise.
3.2. Signal enhancement with sound localization
The evaluation scenario was slightly modified from the speech interference scenario by replacing the interfering speech by babble noise.
A female speech sampled at 16 kHz was played back in front of the
PC (0 degrees) with a measured SNR of 15.6 dB.
Figure 9 shows SNRI (signal-to-noise ratio improvement) and
PESQ-I (PESQ improvement) for sNS (spectral NS with Gd (l, k) =
1), dNS (directional NS with Gf (l, k) = 1), and (d+s)NS (proposed). ”Improvement” is defined as the score difference at the input and the output of processing. dNS achieves 13 dB SNRI and 0.4
PESQ-I, which are 9 dB and 0.1 better than sNS. SNRI and PESQ-I
of (d+s)NS are 32 dB and 0.5 in both channels. It should be noted
that the SNRI of sNS+dNS integrated structure is better than a simple addition of sNS and dNS SNRIs.
Effect on stereo presentation was evaluated by ILD (interaural
level difference) difference between the input and the output signals
with the target alone. Shown in Fig. 10 are ILD difference of a
look direction at 0 degrees (a), at left 18 degrees (b), and left 36
degrees (c). In target-signal sections such as an area highlighted by
a round-corner square in a dashed line, ILD difference is close to
0 for a 0-degree target direction. As the target direction is shifted
toward left like 18 and 36 degrees, ILD difference exhibits larger
fluctuations. When the target direction is at left 36 degrees, ILD
difference significantly fluctuates over 2 dB. This result indicates
that stereo image is well preserved when the target is in the look
direction, i.e., around 0 degrees. Otherwise, beam steering should
be applied and a similar result of stereo presentation to the 0 degree
look direction is expected.
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4. CONCLUSION
A directional noise suppressor with an adjustable constant beamwidth
for multichannel signal enhancement has been proposed. A directional gain based on inter-channel phase difference has been combined with a spectral gain commonly used in single-channel noise
suppressors (NS). A design procedure of a directional gain to implement constant beamwidth has been established as specified passband
edges and its constraint. A monaural structure has been extended
to apply the directional gain to all channel signals so that multichannel perception is preserved. Evaluation with signals recorded
by a commercial PC has demonstrated that the signal-to-noise ratio
improvement (SNRI) and the PESQ score for the enhanced signal
are equally improved in two channels by 26.1 dB and 0.2 over a
conventional NS. ILD difference between the input and the output
has shown to be small in target-signal sections which demonstrate
good preservation of multichannel perception.
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